Driver Risk Management

Whether you’re managing a fleet, hiring staff, or assessing liability across an enterprise, iiX can help you manage your risk.

Successful driver risk management requires vigilance and action. Employers may be liable for an employee who poses a potential danger—even if the employer isn’t aware of the risk. The stakes are high. You need to know when a driver puts your company at risk so you can take immediate action. Our comprehensive suite of tools makes it easy.

Manage drivers and MVRs the fast, easy way
DriverAdvisor® monitoring keeps you abreast of new violations and changes in license status. See an overview of monitored drivers and those eligible for monitoring and an easy-to-read, side-by-side comparison of motor vehicle reports (MVRs) for drivers with detected activity.

Identify trends with our visual analytics
Our paperless DriverSafe® Plus tool analyzes MVR data in minutes—even for thousands of drivers. And the system stores MVRs for five years, making it easy to spot trends. Just log in to our secure web portal for interactive fleet safety management reporting. Visual analytics allow you to toggle between a fleet-level overview and views organized by a variety of key driver group attributes.

You’ll see:
- a side-by-side comparison of a driver’s recent and previous MVRs, with changes highlighted
- analysis of key driver data, including medical certificate and driver’s license expiration as well as license status, class, and type

You can even schedule MVR requests in advance, making it easier for you to administer your compliance program.
Manage multiple accounts as a SuperUser
You only need to log in once to DriverSafe Plus to access a dashboard of critical metrics across all accounts and locations using our SuperUser functionality. You can evaluate enterprise-wide driver performance, compare drivers by region or other criteria using the dynamic filtering option, and easily see detailed information on individual accounts or drivers.

DriverSafe Plus makes it easier than ever to make critical business decisions. Our analytics can help you create an action plan to:
- address the factors creating the most liability for your company
- identify underperforming employees for coaching or termination
- recognize and retain high-performing employees

DriverSafe Plus Interactive Reporting
See at a glance the driver information you need and drill down to the critical details for effective management of your fleet. Features include:

DriverSafe detailed reporting
- Drivers in each classification band
- Details on individual drivers
- Violation library on individual drivers

License expiration
- Drivers with expired license or number of days until expiration

Driver last MVR
- During the past months or year, or never

Medical certificate expiration
- Number of days until expiration

Driver monitoring
- Drivers by state

License status
- Active and suspended/revoked licenses

Additional data, including license type, driver age, tenure, and body mass index (BMI)
Identify qualified employees faster with our comprehensive screening tools

Hiring employees in a timely manner is essential to the success of your business, but protecting yourself from costly staffing mistakes is a challenge. Our comprehensive suite of online driver risk management and employment screening services makes it easy to get the data you need to evaluate every potential employee thoroughly.

Driver performance tools
Stay on top of driver performance using iiX’s suite of reports.
- Motor Vehicle Reports (MVRs): iiX offers a complete state network connecting to all 51 U.S. jurisdictions, instant MVRs, a convenient duplicate check process, and an easy-to-read report format.
- DriverAdvisor Monitoring: Effortlessly stay on top of adverse driver activity with e-mail alerts from iiX, automatic MVRs, and an MVR comparison tool.
- DriverSafe Plus: Identify risks and spot trends at a glance using our signature analytics, reporting, and extended storage. DriverSafe Plus users can even schedule MVR requests in advance, making it easier for you to administer your compliance program.
- Commercial Driver’s License Information System (CDLIS): Our nationwide service contains commercial driver’s license history for all 51 U.S. jurisdictions.
- DL Verify: Verify the validity of a driver’s license or CDL (commercial driver’s license) before ordering an MVR, thus preventing “no hit” fees.

CheckPlus packages
- Receive recommendations for specific county-level searches based on a subject’s address history and an optional multistate index of court and arrest records.
- Gain confidence in making well-informed hiring decisions.
- Get criminal history information based on data verified directly with each jurisdiction for more accurate results and fewer false positives.
Additional reports and services

iiX offers additional reports and services to meet your employment screening and compliance needs:
• individual county criminal searches
• statewide criminal reports
• SSN verification/trace reports
• sex offender search
• government sanctions reports
• employment verification
• DOT employment verification
• education verification
• adverse action notices

Use our compliance department as a resource

Our compliance department has extensive experience providing customers with guidance in the use of our services. We’re available to help as you learn about your compliance obligations relative to the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), the Driver Privacy Protection Act (DPPA), and other requirements regarding the use of consumer reports.

This is not your average customer support team

We won’t route you to an impersonal call center. Just choose option 7 to speak directly with one of our support professionals. Our team’s average tenure with iiX is more than 20 years, so you can feel confident about getting answers to all your questions when you call us.

For more information about driver risk management

Call us at 1-800-683-8553 and choose option 2 for Sales, or send e-mail to information@iiX.com.

About iiX

A Verisk (Nasdaq:VRSK) business, iiX is a premier provider of motor vehicle reports (MVRs) and employment screening services to the employment marketplace. iiX also offers MVRs and an assortment of underwriting reports to the insurance industry. iiX has served the information needs of our clients for more than 30 years.